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With the onset of the month of June, we as educators, heartily recognize the
optimism, enthusiasm and vibrance of young minds wholly committed to overall
learning with yet another edition of our newsletter Vatsalya , that strives to focus
on the nurturing of the skills of our beloved students.
We exhibit our high regards and profound gratitude to all those who made an
endeavour to nurture and cater to the evolution and growth of the newsletter-
Vatsalya.
We wish you a happy reading !

Regards
Our Editorial Team
Mrs Anindita Dey (TGT  English)
Ms Vijaya Thapa (TGT English)
Ms Sonam Jha (PRT)
Mr Gauri Prasad Sarkar(PRT)
Mr Pritam Bharati (Librarian)
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                                             Speed of Decision

Fastest finger first! Those who decide first are always at an advantage.Quickest
and accurate decision is the most rewarding,while late decision promotes
procrastination. It delays the process of development and invites loss. 'Speed of
decision' is required in times of need and crisis.

To arrive at a decision, we need to learn about the subject we have to decide.
Taking a decision becomes easy and less time consuming if, somehow,we reduce
the learning time. We can achieve this through continuous learning. 

Becoming proactive and anticipating upcoming complex decisions also helps us
to reduce the decision time. People with knowledge in the relevant field can
speed up our decision making.We must take their help in making a quicker
decision.

Speed of decision making is of utmost importance to be at the top!

[Excerpted from “Toppers’ Tips” by Rajeeva Nayan Pathak.
 ISBN - 978-93-5445-035-8, page number 53-54]
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Felicitation Ceremony
Army Public School Binnaguri always takes pride in honouring the praiseworthy
students in scholastic and co- scholastic fields.On 3 June 2023, a Felicitation ceremony
was held in the multipurpose hall to honour the impeccable achievements of meritorious
students in the CBSE Board examination,AISSCE Class XII and AISSE Class X for the
Session 2022-23.
Major General A F Shah GOC 20Mtn Div, graced the event and felicitated the
students. He appreciated the commendable performance of the students . It was a day of
appreciation and motivation.Students who had scored 95% and above in AISSE
namely,Komal,Piyush Sharma,Barnita Sarkar,Sarmita Sutradhar and in AISSCE,
Akruti Mishra, were awarded a sum of Rs.3000 alongwith certificate and memento.
Students who had scored 90-94% in AISSE namely Samriddhi Singh, Saanvi
Sharma,Anushka Singh,Kajal Patra, Om Tiwari, Aparna Kumari and in AISSCE,
Varun Kumar Chhetri, Yagnik Bose and Siksha Chhetri were awarded with Rs. 2000,
certificate and memento.
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EASTERN COMMAND PRESIDENT AWWA ROLLING TROPHY
ETHICS BOWL 2023

Army Public School Binnaguri,hosted the Eastern Command President AWWA Rolling
Trophy Ethics Bowl Competition on 16 June 2023,for Cluster 3.The event was held in
Samra Auditorium and was conducted Online with the Four participating teams in the
cluster.Several esteemed members of AWWA graced the occasion namely: Mrs. Nisha
Kalita,Regional President AWWA,Mrs. Inderjit Kaur Khroud,AWWA Chairperson
Schools, Eastern Command, Mrs Kalpana Pagay , AWWA Secretary ,Eastern Command,
Mrs Aaneeta Sharma , AWWA Coordinator, Col.Rathore, Welfare Officer,other esteemed
dignitaries and AWWA members. Mrs. Reena Tripathi,the Guest of Honour kindled the
ceremonial lamp at the start of the event.The competition was conducted in two rounds as
per the standard operating procedure for the event.Each school team comprised of six
participants. APS Tezpur and APS Bengdubi,contested in the first round followed by APS
Sukna and APS Binnaguri, in the second round. The participating teams analysed and
deliberated on a series of wide ranging ethical dilemmas,which were based on case studies
presented to each team, twenty four hours prior to the event.
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The major objective of the event was to deepen their understanding of ethical issues and
enable young minds to take an ethically justified stand through careful deliberation and
extensive research.

The list of participating teams in Cluster 3, are as under:
1.APS Tezpur
2. APS Bengdubi
3.APS Sukna
4.APS Binnaguri
APS Binnaguri was assigned as the host school for the cluster.
The school team (APS Binnaguri) comprised of the following students:
1.Akash Jha (XII Science)
2.Upakul Nath (XII Science)
3. Shreya Singh(XII Science)
4. Anant Agarwal (XI Humanities)
5.Piyush Sharma (XI Sci )
6. Samriddhi Singh (XI Sci)
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Mrs. Reena Tripathi,the Guest of Honour  was
duly accompanied by other esteemed AWWA 
 members.
The competition was judged by a panel of three
eminent judges:
1.Dr Seema Ahmed Agarwal(Advocate,Siliguri
District Court)
2.Dr. Samir Sarkar(Assistant Professor,Guwahati
university)
3. Mr. Lokesh Nathany(Storyteller, Motivational
Speaker)
Mrs Inderjit Kaur Khroud, AWWA Chairperson
Schools, Eastern Command, addressed all four
teams and enlightened them with her motivational
words, after the end of each round and
appreciated the active participation and
presentation made by the teams.
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The event concluded with a vote of thanks proposed by Mrs. Madhu Lakhotia (TGT
English).Mr. Pritam Bharati (Librarian), Mr Asit Ray (TGT Computer Sc) and Mr
Shubhendu Mazumder ( PRT) kept track of time limitations during the course of the
matches.

The overall event was coordinated by Mrs. Anindita Dey (TGT English), Mr. Gauri
Prasad  Sarkar (PRT) and Ms. Vijaya Thapa (TGT English).

The courage and enthusiasm displayed by the participants were thoroughly appreciated
by all. The event also served as a wonderful platform to instil confidence and enhance
public speaking skills among students.
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Sanskrit Sambhashan Shivir

Sanskrit Sambhashan Shiwir( Sanskrit Speech Camp) was organized by APS

Binnaguri,under the aegis of the Principal and conducted by Mr. K P Sharma (TGT

Sanskrit) from 3 June to 9 June 2023. A varied number of activities such as Shloka

recitation, reading and writing were practiced aided by technology ,power point

presentations. The major objective was to enhance the fluency of Sanskrit language

among students and hone their reading and writing skills in the language.
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International Yoga Day
Army Public School Binnaguri celebrated
International Yoga day on 21 June 2023.
The Yoga asanas were practiced in the
multipurpose hall under the valuable
demonstration and guidance of Mr Nikhil
Paul (PET).

Students and teachers alike were extremely
enthusiastic, and were wholeheartedly
nvolved and helped make this occasion a
grand success.
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Practice Sessions
APS Binnaguri conducted Practice sessions for games and sports during the Summer break,
for the upcoming Cluster events in July, under the supervision of Mr.Nikhil Paul (PET)
and Mr. Bhaskar Rana (PGT Phy Edu).
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In-Service Teachers Training 
Inservice Teachers Training was conducted over
a span of 5 days from 24 June to 30 June 2023.
The sessions were conducted in the school
library, on a range of topics of utmost
significance and relevance to the teaching
learning process. The topics covered by several
members of teaching faculty during the course
of the training included- Hybrid Learning, Life
Skills,Augmented,Reality,Personality
Development,Core Teaching Skills; software
skills, Language Development in Primary
Classes and many more. The Inservice training
came to a close with the topics Stress
Management,which was dealt with by the
school Principal.The informative sessions were
thoroughly appreciated.
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Glimpses of  In-Service Teachers Training 2023
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